
Physics 340
Homework #8

due Thursday, 10 November 2011

Turn in solutions to the following problems at the beginning of class on
Tuesday. As usual, if you use outside sources or computer software to help
you in your solution, note them accordingly. Include any C++ or Mathemat-
ica or Maple code that you used, together with its output. Problems marked
with an asterisk (*) may involve a bit more work than the others and so are
worth twice as many points.

Note: Many of these problems are drawn from Classical Mechanics of
Particles and Systems (4th edition) by Jerry Marion and Stephen Thornton.
You can find the data you need for these problems inside the back cover of
your textbook.

(1) Find the force law for a central force that allows a particle to move in a
spiral orbit given by r = kφ2, where k is a constant.

(2) An Earth satellite is observed at perigee to be 250 km above the Earth’s
surface and traveling at about 8500 m/s.

(a) Find the eccentricity of its orbit and its height above the Earth’s
surface at apogee.

(b) At apogee, the satellite fires its maneuvering thrusters to “circu-
larize” its orbit at the new altitude. What ∆v is required for this
orbit change?

(3) Two particles moving under the influence of their mutual gravitational
force describe circular orbits about one another with a period τ . If they
are suddenly stopped in their orbits and allowed to gravitate toward
each other, show that they will collide after a time τ/4

√
2. (Hint: There

is a very simple approach to this problem involving Kepler’s Harmonic
law.)

(4) A spacecraft is orbiting the Sun in the same orbit as the Earth. Which
requires more fuel, to escape the Sun entirely or to reach the Sun’s
surface?
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(5) For two bodies moving under their mutual gravitation, define the vector
~A to be

~A = ~p× ~̀− µγr̂ = ~p× ~̀− µγ~r
r
.

(a) Show that the vector ~A lies in the plane of the orbit.

(b) Show that ~A is conserved.

(c) Show that | ~A| is related to the eccentricity e of the orbit. Also

show that ~A is parallel to the major axis of the orbit.

(6) Do this problem after problem (5). Choose Cartesian axes so that ~̀

points in the ẑ direction and ~A points in the x̂ direction. Write the
equation

µ2γ2 = |µγ|2 =
∣∣∣~p× ~̀− ~A

∣∣∣
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in terms of px and py, together with constants A and `. (I found the

following identity useful: ~a · (~b × ~c) = ~b · (~c × ~a). Your mileage may
vary, depending on how you work the problem.)

From the expression you obtain, prove that the shape of the orbit in
momentum space is a circle, no matter what type of orbit it is in ordi-
nary space. This is a remarkable result! Find the center and radius of
the circle.
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